Repair-modification and evolution of the eukaryotic genome organization.
For a complete reconstruction of the damaged unmethylated islands, in theory, the conventional excision-repair is sufficient. For a complete reconstruction of the damaged methylated domains, a coupling has to take place involving the excision-repair (able to reestablish their ATGC-language) plus the DNA-methylase (able to reestablish their modified ATGC5mC-language). This coupling, defined as "repair-modification," is essentially functioning during the S-phase, because the DNA-polymerase beta (pol beta) is active during the whole cell cycle, whereas the DNA-methylase (met) is active in S and appears to be repressed or inactive during the major part of G1 and during the phases G2 and M. Consequently, after damage, some silent genes might become expressed during these phases, if it is true that DNA methylation is inversely proportional to transcription. Repair-modification should, therefore, exert a continuous differential pressure on evolution of given parts of the genome, when they are methylated to a different extent. According to Darwinian concepts, repair-modification would lead to a high variability, especially of uncoding DNA sequences (if hypermethylated), whereas on the basis of this variability, selection might favor transposition of specific regulatory elements into given transcriptional units. In these, the conservative nature of the coding elements (if unmethylated) would obviously be ensured by the conventional excision-repair.